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The intent of this workshop is to partially fulfill a long felt need among 
volunteer coordinators for some specifics on training staff, no matter what 
the setting, to work with volunteers. Since staff members play a crucial 
role 1n the success of every volunteer program and since the need for staff 
training has long been recognized and mentioned in practically every book, 
paper, study P.ublished in the field, it is shocking that there is so little 
of a.n actual 'how to" nature. Volunteers in leadership positions, volunteer 
coordinators, administrators of volunteer programs, directors and staff plan
ing to initiate volunteer programs in their agencies, schools, hospftals and 
organizations up until now have been expected instinctively to know how to 
include staff, how to train them, how to work with staff working with volun
teers. Or has the expectation actually been the opposite? .. that we ignore 
staff and quietly go about setting up volunteer programs and expect staff 
to instinctively know how to use them 

The following pages are designed to lead the workshop participant through 
a thought and planning process that should culminate in readiness to take 
the next step-launch a staff training session series program. 

One final thought before we begin: a workshop is only as good as the ultimate 
action produced by the workshop participant on the home front. The most 
brilliant speake~ the best planned session is a waste of time for the plannners, 
the presenter, and for the participants if new learnings or reawakened aware
nesses· are not immediately utilized in your program. 

Because of the need to define our topic a 
trying to cover the entire field of volun 
following assumptions: 

1. A volunteer program is desirable. 
2. Planning is desirable. 
3. We owe our clients, patients, recipients (whatever) our very best effort. 
4. Staff involvement/staff training is desirable. 
5. Human beings have the potential and ability in spite of their differences 

to plan and work together. 
6. Each participant in this workshop is an individual in a unique situ

ation relative 1oa volunteer program but carrying some kind of re
sponsibility. 

7. Each program represented is a well run sound program. 

Note: We will not be able to deal as a group with individual situations and 
circumstances within the 2 hour time limit of the workshop. The work
shop leader and a number of others will be available afterwards for 
individual discussion. 
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And now to the task! .. 
Please answer all questions, do all ratings, fill all blanks, with respect 
to your own agency, organization, program or plans. Only by personalizing 
your responses will you make a useful tool out of this workshop. 

Use the date for your responses, you may want to do it again at a later 
t1me. 
Be brutal in your judgments. 

Identify program (It is perfectly legitimate to zero in on a specific 
smaller part of a broad program if you choose.) 

l.Your Role and Responsibility (Current or planned) 
you have identified above. 
___ Planning -...,...-Funding ___ Carrying out 
____ Supervising the person directly responsible 

Significant contact with program 
----: 

_..;,__Watching it happen (I don't know why I am in 
Chainnan on Board member 1'-=---

___;, __ Cheering section 

2.At what point is your program right now. 
A dream ----, __ At beginning of planning 

_ _;Advanced planning 
Poised in flight -- Started but brand new --

~~ __ Young and developing 
• .;__Middle aged and struggling 

In its prime and booming --'----Stuck on a plateau 
, ___ Over the hill being 

Dead as a doornail -- Past history --
3.What do you want to do with it? You may write the date by more than one. 

Do everything I can to ensure its success. 
---Nothing (I don't know why I'm in this workshop) 

Revitalize it 
--' 

Give it a kick and get it moving ---Put it out of its misery and start something new and useful. ---Put it out of its misery and take my considerable talents elsewhere 
--(but I want to learn from this workshop anyway). 
'"--'_Cry about how other peoples lack of cooperation prevents me from do

ing ·.anything. 

4.My attitude toward the program ■ 

I can't see the forest for the trees. -- I honestly believe the results are worth the work and effort. -- I am committed to the work, effort and eventhe soul searching, loving, -- caring and growing that might be demanded to bring it about. 
, __ I am so emotionally involved with it that I take everything personally 

and can't objectively evaluate so don't bring up any questions, 
-4-
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criticisms or suggestions. 
:-~Blah! (I don't care one way or the other.) 
__ Yuk! (I don't know why I'm in this workshop anyway) 

5.What kind of staffing is available to your program? -■ 

••• -?. 
-. ■ ■ ... 
·-

6.What is the chain of corrrnand, hierarchy of structure 
and the attitude of each person? 

Person Attitude 

If you are in planning stages. 

Have you made every effort humanly possible to read and learn everything 
about every aspect of volunteer programs? 
___ Yes, althoug-il realize that nobody (even the workshop leader) knows 

everything. And I intend to keep learning .•. forever and ever and 
ever •.... 
No, but I'm going straight to the library and get all the materials ----. I can, then I'll write to NCVA and NICOV and get everything they'll 
send me and read and read and then I'm going to talk to everyone I 1 
can that is experienced in volunteer programs and learn all I can 
from them. Then I'll use the M;111nrta Ce,mei:-1-c:fi Birmrto~ f-
Volm1teor, iR llea~il:I ,1,~ls 1111 t, 8¥' the National Center for 
Voluntary Action's Consultant Network or-@.e Gove o s Otf1ce on 
Volunteer Services to help me avoid making the same mistakes others 
have made. I can be original and creative and make my very own 
mistakes! 

8. How do you regard the participation of others in the planning process? 
___ I'm the only one who knows anything about it and I don't need any 

one else. 
I need all the help I can get! Pile on everybody!! ~~-. 

_:_:;=_.I need to select a variety of people for the talents they can con-
tribute to the planning process, for their interest, for the groups 
they represent, for the role they will play in the future of the 
program. 

9. How are staff currently involved in the planning process? 
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If you have an established program 

7. Where were you when the ~rogram was born? 
· In the cradle or Im too young to remember 

___ Hiding because I was sure it would blow up. 
___ Officiating at the ceremony 
_____ ....,Standing by to give 1t all the help and 
___ Working elsewhere, I'm a transplant. 
.;._._Other Lexplain) 

8. Historically speaking (or writing) how did it start? 
It was a one man show ---___ It was a claudestine plot (only a couple people knew about 
they tried to keep it a secret. 

___ It was a groap project welcoming help from all quarters. 
F~=--It grew like a fungus irrevocably and imperceptably and suddenly 

it was there. 
It was inflicted from above ----,. 

___ The Battle lines were drawn and after a bloody battle our side had 
won. 
It was by Court Order. --- -

level of staff involvement in star.ting and early development? 

In your mind who occupies(or in the case of planned programs who will 
occupy} the most important position relative to your program? 
(M + date=Most; L + date=Least) 

Staff . 
--....,Client, patient, recipient (whatever you call him/her) 

Coordinator, administrator or director of volunteers 
---,Prospective volunteer 

Board member 
-'--'-'---c 

...=;;.:;.;;;._....;Funding source 
___ Your supervisor 
___ Agency or organization 

Your family ------...., 
----'_....,Your agency director, hospital 
___ The c011111un i ty 

Inanimate objects 
---Other (specify} 

New volunteer --- Experienced volunteer ---
~ __ Professional person who volunteers 
---=--J.anitor or janitress 
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12. How do others see you (or when your name comes up how do they free 
associate?) Staff members, volunteers, administration your supervisor. 
(If different people see you differently feel free to use letters or 
abbrev1ati~ns to designate, then ask yourself some questions about why 
they perceive you differently and whether this is healthy and for whom.) 

Where do you pin gold stars for successes? Where 
parts of the anatomy) and on what individuals? 

14. How do you feel about sharing 

15. How do you feel about success 
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16. Do you think all efforts are one or the other? 

Do you receive pressure about success or failure 
you or those influential to your emploYJT1ent? 

NOW! What we've all been waiting (wading) for! Some specific application. 

We're at the point where its necessary to roll all of the foregoing into one 
big package and, assuming that you were brutally honest as instructed, call 
it "what I have to work with". It will be necessary from time to time for 
you to calculate the influence of parts of the package on your plans for 
staff tra:i.ning. "Staff training" is probably more properly entitled "Working 
-most effectively with staff in such a way as to enable them to work most 
effectively with volunteers in such a way as to enable them to work most 
effectively with clients in such a way as to enable them to work most effec
tively with staff. In other words how to make the most of human resources. 
l::'m ,ure a•;u •~ere--dy-in9 -oi-ct.trfo:s::ity .abetrt wher.e w~ got...t+te. title-of-the 
workshop--~cially ~'.-f you got here ey.;mistake and cah~t get out without 
making a 511ectaL4e-uf yot..t-rsetf-). So far we've identified ourselves and our 
program. Lets talk about roles. 
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Group project at Workshop 

Bra1nstonn tasts relative to program and list them down the left side. 

Not 
Involved 

Involved Shared 
Equally 

Now write in the blank boxes the letter identifying who does it. A-Administration, 
0-Director, 8-Board, S-Staff, V-Volunteers 
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Since we have mentioned staff in relation to some of the roles, turn to. 
EYES ONLY: 

Identify staff as to their attitude regarding your plans or program. Write 
in names, initials or whatever you use to identify staff members in your own 
mind. 

Something to consider: 
Sometimes what you call a person in your own mind not only reflects how 
you feel toward him/her, but is reflected in your overt attitude and hence 
your ability to approach, understand, persuade, compromise with or help 
that individual. 

Next entitle the second from left column 11Reasons11 and write in your diagnosis 
of the basis of the attitude which landed your staff member in the categpry 
you placed him/her in. This may be a bigger project than we have time for 
here so you may have to do some researc~ probing and thinking about this back 
on the job. Please attempt to at least speculate in the 11Reasons11 column so you -■■ 
will h~ve something to work on for the next step . 

. Let's pause for a moment to briefly mention a principle which we ~ay discover 
is the key to planning for staff involvement. One of the main pr1nciples in 
adult educat-ion holds that adults are not taught, they learn. In other words 
they apply past experiences, their own interests, their self concept, skills, 
satisfactions to a new situation and if the likelihood of some kind of a pos
itive pay off outweighs the likelihood of a failure or penalty they adopt a 
new knowledge, a new attitude, a new position, a new skill. 

So, for our purposes, just as you must offer something to get one adult to 
become a volunteer (the pay off in tenns of satisfaction, new skills, new 
friendships, service to fellow man, change in society, or any of the other 
known and unknown, motivations we've been talking about for years,ad nauseum, 
you must offer something to another adult to become involved in planning for 
involvement of volunteers supervision, provision of desirable atmosphere, 
promotion, motivation, evaluation, feedback recognition. Ther.e must be a 
positive pay off for the staff member. We must minimize the risk and maximize 
the pay off. 

We have a good start on this effort because we have learned a lot about work
ing with volunteers. We use specialized fonns of recruitment, we interview 
them, we infonn;them, we screen them, we provide job descriptions, we train 
them. So by the time the volunteer gets to the staff member we have done 
everything we can to maximize the likelihood of a positive experience. But 
have we? We have done it all to or with the volunteer. Where is the pay off 
for the staff member? 

Let us couple the adult education principle with tbe recollection, from 
psychology courses and previous workshops in the dim and distant past, that 
human beings need bodily comfort, security, love and self detennination. 

Where does all this lead us in tenns of staff involvement? 

V 

In light of our adult education principle and our knowledge of human needs let 1s 
brainstonn the kinds of 11Pay Offs11 that might persuade a staff member to be
come positively involved in the volunteer program. 
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Now, peek back at EYES ONLY; Entitle the column to the right of "Reasons" 
"Payoffs". Match up all of the staff with the "pay offs 11 that might be 

-answers to the "Reasons". (Obviously as with the "Reason" column you will 
need to do more thinking and exploring and revising.) Just a reminder that 
it isn't dumb to have the problem, its dumb not to do anything about it. 

By now you have deduced what to do with the right hand column. But let us 
brainstonn it with the group first on the chance that someone might suggest 
a method that you hadn't thought of already. 

Rx (It is illegal to use the word "involve" on the grounds that it is not 
specific enough. Besides its too vague.) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

Now plug 
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Assign Staf 
members by 
attitude 

Love affair 
with the 
volunteer 
program 

Ignorant or 
unconscious 

Agin' It 'I 
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The ABC's of Staff Training/Involvement 

A. Initial planning 
Invite staff (all of it in a small agency or organization or representatives 
in a large one} to a meeting to participate in detennining the desirability 
and need for a volunteer program. 

Needless to say, your pre pre planning activity will have consisted of 
finding out how various staff feel initially about deploying volunteers 
in your agency or organization. Then you have as idea of where you stand. 

Knowledge of where the i.dea of having a volunteer program first arose is 
really helpful here. Obviously, if it is being imposed from above (of 
course depending on the working relationship between staff and administra-
tion) it is far different from having it arise from the staff. It is 
vitally important that all parts of the system be as equally involved as 
possible. It does littlegood to force the funding source by political 
pressure to fund the program if they do not have a good understanding of 
it for they have the power to kill it when they please. 

A word about staff representation is appropriate here. Department heads 
are not always accepted as representative of staff feeling. Be sure to 
identify the key people influential in fonn "staff opinion" and involve 
them as much as possible. Again, be sure to recognize the importance of 
all levels of staff. A janitor that grumbles about volunteers or an 
elevator operator who in.timates that volunteers are a waste of time can be 
as destructive as an ijnconvinced social worker, teacher or head nurse. -----Techniques of involving staff in planning. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11 . 
12. 

L.ll: 
Established programs 
Even if staff were not involved during the planning process it is not too 
late to involve them and thus improve your program. 

What are some of the ways staff could become involved at this point? It is 
vital to note here th~t segregating volunteers and staff is dangerous. You 
want to increase communication between staff and volunteers. They should 
both be included in meetings and discussions as much as possible. And don't 
overlook the fact that in addition to the brilliant ideas we list at this 
workshop, staff and volunteers will be able to come up with more and better 
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and welcome the involvement. • 

1. Ask staff members 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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C. MY PLAN FOR STAFF TRAINING 

Action P~rsons. Involved Accomplished Evaluation 
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